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Purpose and Mission
To connect with women who are hampered in their quest for employment by time
restraints, physical capabilities, and/or other hindrances such as dependency on
social programs which dictate that they can earn so little each month that
employment is impossible or improbable;
To act as a hub to offer writing and publishing services to new and independent
writers: services such as typing, editing, proofing, typesetting, ghost writing;
matching the skills of these women to the needs of the writers,
Thereby offering these persons a way to work as much as they are able or are
permitted under each circumstance;
Thus, benefiting both sides by providing a means for these persons to realize extra
income from their own skills and endeavors, that will hopefully enable them to
somewhat rise from the ashes to their realization of new hope for their future.

Connecting independent authors to the services they need,
offered by talented women in need of extra income.
Women Wanting to Work

Authors Looking for Services

The Phoenix

The Helping Sister

The Phoenix Project has four talented
women who are supplementing their meager
income by editing, writing, typesetting,
formatting digital books, and so forth for the
project at this time. Their stories will appear
as this website is established.
At this point they have helped four authors
check their manuscripts, complete their book
and polish their writings to the complete
satisfaction of the authors.
Please contact Danna G. Hallmark, manager
of the Phoenix Project Oklahoma for
information:
mailto:dhallmark@brightok.net
580-618-2724
Skype: dannagrace1

The Phoenix Project is an auxiliary of
DannaGrace Global Publishing and all work
accomplished by our Phoenix participants is
done under a non-disclosure agreement,
guaranteed to your satisfaction by
DannaGrace Global Publishing –
dannagrace.com.
Please feel free to ask questions and get fees
lists by emailing
mailto:danna@dannagrace.com, or calling
Danna at 580-618-2724. You can also Skype
Danna at dannagrace1.
The Phoenix Project, although carrying the
name “Oklahoma” for clarification, is a
project that is set up to help women nationwide and globally.

